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the terminal work is scarcely begun.
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9416 67
money without question.
Hurd of Peosta, Henry George of Morgan, Delaware; Verna Wilson, White, Stewart—The Magic Frost.
tfre gre.ater part of the extension has
lot kidney and bladder trouble.
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1.024 00 19,440 07 I
Every handle and blade |
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j Extra Blades, 10 for 50c,
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Notice of Appointment"of Administra
onstrated to the farmers of this sec Manchester; Ressa Batata, Manches
struction.—Exchange.
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| WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION FOR to said Bank for the purpose of being exhibited I
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I
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i
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A
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and
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extensive and elaborate courses, Oneida, comprising seven districts.
Lur* tar the Dlshonnit.
est will be discussed by med of lo-1 feature consists, of two big pages of
Children's 5 to 8 per pair 65, 75, 85 90c
This notice has been displayed in a Infanta' as low as 50c.
which will be more helpful and profit
Salary $30 each.
'Toj.
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Children's 8J to 11 per pair, $1.15, $1.35,1.50.
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_
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separately.
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No Wonder.
A Thought.
fore the Gospels Were" is greater quired to make a single Inch in thick
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It Is seldom that a magazine—even
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will be found in the December Com friend, and borrowing dulls the edge buy a lawn-mower."
have it in the house, even supposing
Program later.
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That which has been anticipated Juliet Wilbor Tompkins.'
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Worthington;
Polite attendant, tnaurs s pleaaant trip
A Hard Name.
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